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Signs and wonders:Â A fantastic journey through the history of esoteric lore Â   The Hermetic

MuseumÂ takes readers on a magical mystery tour spanning an arc from the medieval cosmogram

and images of Christian mysticism, through the fascinating world of alchemy to the art of the

Romantic era. The enigmatic hieroglyphs of cabalists, Rosicrucians, and freemasons are shown to

be closely linked with the early scientific illustrations in the fields of medicine, chemistry, optics, and

color theory. Even for those with no knowledge of the fascinating history of alchemy, this book is a

delight to explore. Each richly illustrated chapter begins with an introduction and quotes from

alchemists by specialist Alexander Roob. The roots of surrealism and many other more recent

artistic movements can be found in this treasure trove. Â  About the Series:Bibliotheca

UniversalisÂ â€” Compact cultural companions celebrating the eclectic TASCHEN universe at an

unbeatable, democratic price!Since we started our work as cultural archaeologists in 1980, the

name TASCHEN has become synonymous with accessible, open-minded publishing.Â Bibliotheca

UniversalisÂ brings together nearly 100 of our all-time favorite titles in a neat new format so you can

curate your own affordable library of art, anthropology, and aphrodisia.Bookwormâ€™s delight â€”

never bore, always excite!
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"More bang for your buck!"... a fast-food, high-energy fix on the topic at hand." The New York Times

Book Review" --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.



Text: English (translation) Original Language: German --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

OMG! This is truly a must have resource for Researchers on Alchemy . . . it's like having a world

library in one volume. I love this book, refer to it often for things from all sorts of religious research.

this book is enchanting, full of knowledge, an Asset for anyone who wants to practice Alchemy.

This is small book with a lot of pictures and art. If your into art, this is for you. However, if you want

to learn about alchemy and mysticism, this is not for you. It is a good book for those who are into art

and understands alchemy and this processes. So if your understand the concepts, you will

appreciate the book and the art and what they are is reflecting. It does a god job of showing you

what the artist intended to illustrate with it's art, but does not go into detail about the mysticism and

alchemy perspective of the artist.

the fastest delivery i have ever seen. i love this book. its a very good book if you like those things.

thank you so much :)

Came just in time and the book is great.

This is an awesome book for those interested in visual representations of gnostic, qabbalistic,

masonic and rosicrucian mystic philosophy. Well written and thoroughly explained, this book is an

excellent visual aide for people who like to study the development of hermetic philosophy

throughout the centuries. Would've liked for some more 20th century content. It might not appeal to

someone who is new to the subject, since even the essays make quite obscure references. Its

content is beautifully reproduced (wouldn't expect anything less from a Taschen book) and even it's

highly symbolic, metaphoric and allegorical, it's a must for neo-gnostic studies of the school of

Samael Aun Weor. I used to own the 700+ page book with the same title by the same author, but it

was misplaced. I don't remember the other book having so much text explaining everything, then

again, I didn't mind the essays or explanations in this one at all.

thanks you so much! Very important book!



Came in a couple days before the estimated shipping date and was beautifully brand new. Would

buy again.
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